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One of the "stepchildren" of the estate planning process is the issue of
appointment of fiduciaries under a will or trust. Typically, after a de-
tailed estate planning session dealing with the disposition of the person's
property, the appointment of fiduciaries is discussed. This decision is,
however, generally given comparatively little thought, except in the case
of the appointment of testamentary guardians, a topic that is beyond the
scope of this article. In general, individuals, banks, or both are appointed
based on a variety of considerations, some that are valid, and others that
are not. Friendship, trust, business acumen, family relationship, and
other psychological factors are the most prevalent considerations in the
appointment of individuals, and previous banking relationship appears to
be the most salient decision-making feature for the appointment of a
corporate fiduciary. In sum, decisions are made in a comparatively hasty
manner, without full consideration of all the possible ramifications. The
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purpose of this article is to focus attention on those factors, both positive
and negative, which should be of concern in the appointment of multiple
fiduciaries under a will. As used herein, the terms "multiple fiduciaries"
will mean more than one individual and/or corporation serving as execu-
tor or trustee at a particular time.

The benefits of the appointment of multiple fiduciaries are more obvi-
ous to those in the estate planning field, and probably to the clients also,
than are the attendant problems. Clearly, there are numerous potential
benefits in the appointment of multiple fiduciaries. Some of these are as
follows:

1. Joint Decision-making. This benefit, the "two heads are better than
one" theory, allows the advantage of the input of two or more persons
into the decision-making process. Presumably, because of the interchange
of ideas and the pooling of knowledge, better decisions may be reached.
Conversely, when two people must agree on a decision, one fiduciary will
have a veto power over the decision of the other. Thus, one fiduciary's
thinking might serve as a check on the thinking of the other.

2. Division of Labor. This benefit from the appointment of multiple
fiduciaries can take two forms. One benefit is the division of the actual
legwork involved in administration of the estate or trust. Since estate ad-
ministration in particular requires that numerous tasks be done, these
tasks could be divided among the fiduciaries. The second, and more so-
phisticated form of this advantage of multiple fiduciaries, is that the la-
bor of the fiduciary process may be divided according to the expertise of
each fiduciary. Thus, one individual or trust company could be selected
for capabilities in money management, and another individual could be
selected for his insight into the personal needs of family members. As will
be discussed later, these benefits, although extraordinarily important,
carry with them certain responsibilities, and potential liabilities, for both
fiduciaries in this situation.

3. Psychological Benefits. A further benefit is one which is rarely ver-
balized, but is probably the most prevalent incentive for the appointment
of multiple fiduciaries. It principally relates to the psychological impor-
tance to the surviving beneficiary of having input in the decision-making
process, even if that survivor has no real expertise in the administration
process. It is imperative that this need be recognized; therefore, a conclu-
sion of this article is that one of the few justifications for multiple
fiduciaries is this psychological benefit, however intangible. Accordingly,
both the personal and the legal ramifications of this type of benefit must
be understood and provisions made for them.

4. Tax Benefits. It is beyond the scope of this article to discuss in
detail the tax benefits of appointing multiple fiduciaries; however, it is
clear that there are situations when benefits may arise from having more
than one fiduciary. One of them would be the situation in which a benefi-
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ciary also wishes to serve as a trustee. By appointing multiple fiduciaries,
and drafting accordingly, any problems regarding general powers of ap-
pointment under section 2041 of the Internal Revenue Code could be
avoided.

The problems and burdens associated with the appointment of multiple
fiduciaries are much less consciously considered or understood. This arti-
cle will now explore some of the problem areas relevant to the appoint-
ment of multiple fiduciaries, and the unresolved questions that may arise
in a cofiduciary relationship.

As a general proposition, the rules regarding the rights and liabilities of
coexecutors and cotrustees are similar. Thus, for the purposes of this arti-
cle, the general term "cofiduciaries" will be used to refer to both coexecu-
tors and cotrustees. In some instances, however, Georgia law and the gen-
eral common law distinguish between coexecutors and cotrustees.' Those
differences will be pointed out when relevant.

I. DECISIONS BY COFIDUCIARIES

It is axiomatic in the law relating to multiple trustees that, absent some
express provision to the contrary in the relevant document or statute, all
decisions must be made by unanimous agreement of the trustees then
serving. This is reflected in section 194 of the Restatement (Second) of
Trusts, which provides: "If there are two or more trustees, the powers
conferred upon them can properly be exercised only by all the trustees,
unless it is otherwise provided by the terms of the trust."2  Case law in
Georgia indicates that unanimity is similarly required for the important
discretionary decisions of coexecutors3 This requirement of unanimity is
at the very basis of both the benefits and the burdens of multiple
fiduciaries. On the one hand, the requirement of unanimity insures the
input of all fiduciaries in the decision-making process. On the other hand,
the same requirement can place substantial burdens on the administra-
tion of the trust estate, on the delegation of duties among fiduciaries, and

1. Georgia law treats an executor as a limited type of trustee. See Perkins v. First Nat'l
Bank, 221 Ga. 82, 143 S.E.2d 474 (1965); Brown v. Brown, 209 Ga. 620, 75 S.E.2d 13 (1953).
The general common law recognizes some differences when joint executors or joint trustees
are concerned. "[I1f there are several executors, any one of them can exercise a power to
transfer or otherwise to deal with the personal property of the testator; if there are several
trustees, normally all must join in exercising a power of transferring or otherwise dealing
with the trust property. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TRUSTS § 6(d) (1959) [hereinafter
cited as RESTATEMENT].

2. RESTATEMENT, supra note 1, at § 194.
3. See Tennessee Chem. Co. v. Jones, 171 Ga. 150, 154, 154 S.E. 791, 793 (1930); Weeks

v. Hosch Lumber Co., 133 Ga. 472, 476-77, 66 S.E. 168, 170 (1909); Hosch Lumber Co. v.
Weeks, 123 Ga. 336, 51 S.E. 439 (1905).
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on the liabilities of the fiduciaries for delegation of their duties, as will bi
discussed later.

In Georgia, certain statutory provisions exempt some actions of the ex
ecutor from the unanimity requirement that the case law seems to im
pose. This is reflected in Georgia Code Ann. section 113-1504, which pro
vides as follows:

If several executors are named in the will, one or more qualifying shall be
entitled to execute all the trusts confided to all, unless specially prohib-
ited by the will; if more than one shall .qualify, each shall be authorized
to discharge the usual functions of an executor, but all shall join in exe-
cuting special trusts, or in making contracts binding upon the estate, or
in paying out funds belonging to the estate. Each executor shall be re-
sponsible for his own acts only, unless by his own act or gross negligence
he shall have enabled or permitted his coexecutor to waste the estate.4

It is obvious that this statute is ambiguous. In the initial phrase, it seem
to abrogate the common law principle of unanimity by allowing any on
executor to act unless specifically prohibited by the will. After the initih
phrase, however, the statute further provides that this unilateral action i
only authorized in the "usual functions of an executor"8 and not "in ex(
cuting special trusts, or in making contracts binding upon the estate, or i
paying out funds belonging to the estate." A reading of Georgia case,
and a reasonable interpretation of this statute in light of the general la,
would lead to the conclusion that merely ministerial actions could be pei
formed by only one executor in Georgia, but that administration of an
"special trust," which would encompass important discretionary dec
sions, including the making of contracts and paying out funds of the ei
tate, must be decided by all.

As indicated by the previously cited cases, a special trust would als
include sales of property, and any other important trust functions. In tI
estate administration area, however, this code section appears to authoi
ize, at a minimum, the unilateral exercise of mere ministerial function
The last sentence of section 113-1504 adds further confusion to the sei
tion's interpretation by providing that "[e]ach executor shall be respons
ble for his own acts only, unless by his own act or gross negligence t
shall have enabled or permitted his coexecutor to waste the estate.'
Thus, even when one fiduciary is permitted to exercise ministerial dutil

4. GA. CODE ANN. § 113-1504 (1975).
5. Id.
6. Id.
7. See Irwin v. Larson, 94 F.2d 187 (5th Cir. 1938) (applying Georgia law); Saffold

Cheatham, 221 Ga. 155, 143 S.E.2d 629 (1965); Watkins v. Donalson, 217 Ga. 524, 1'
S.E.2d 728 (1962).

8. GA. CODE ANN. § 113-1504 (1975).
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unilaterally, the other fiduciary arguably may be "grossly negligent" in
allowing the fiduciary to act without his consent. Although this argument
is theoretical, it underscores the potential problems of dispensing with
unanimity.

A converse interpretation of this statute, and one that will impact upon
the later discussion of the liabilities of fiduciaries, is that absent gross
negligence an executor is liable only for his own actions. Thus, under this
reading of the statute, an executor would not be liable for the acts of the
coexecutor. However, this interpretation would not necessarily work to
abrogate the common law rules dealing with improper delegation of au-
thority because in many factual situations there will be a waste to the
estate caused by the executor's "own act" or at least by the executor's
"gross negligence," as specified by the Georgia statute,9 which will subject
the executor to liability.

A second interesting note on the interrelationship of Georgia law and
the common law concerns the general rule of statutory interpretation set
out in Georgia Code Ann. section 102-102, which provides: "A joint au-
thority given to any number of persons, or officers, may be executed by
majority of them, unless it is otherwise declared."' 0 In the case of coexec-
utors, the statutory provision discussed above, section 113-1504, specifies
when individual action is allowed and when unanimous action is required.
No similar provision of the Georgia Code, however, specifies how cotrust-
ees will exercise joint authority. While at least one commentator has indi-
cated that cotrustees in Georgia may act by majority action," the better
reasoned view seems to require unanimous action. 2 Because Georgia
lacks a statutory provision on multiple trustees, there is no statute to be
interpreted by section 102-102 as allowing a majority of the trustees to
make decisions. This conclusion is supported by the available case au-
thority." It is also supported, at least by inference, in the Georgia Anno-
tations to the Restatement," since these annotations do not indicate that
the Restatement's rule of unanimity of action does not apply in Georgia.
Thus, presumably Professor Chaffin, the author of the Georgia Annota-

9. Id.
10. GA. CODE ANN. § 102-102 15 (1968).
11. See, e.g., Committee on Trust Administration & Accounting, The Co-Trustee Rela-

tionship-Rights and Duties, 8 REAL PROP., PROB., & TR. J. 9 (1973) [hereinafter cited as
The Co-Trustee Relationship].

12. The Restatement indicates that as a general rule of the common law, "The powers
conferred upon the trustees of a private trust can properly be exercised only by all the
trustees, and not by a majority of them, unless it is otherwise provided by the terms of the
trust." RESTATEMENT, supra note 1, at § 383, Comment a.

13. See cases cited note 3 supra.
14. V. CHAFFIN, GEORGIA ANNOTATIONS TO THE RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW SECOND, TRUSTS

2D § 194 (1970).
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tions, would interpret Georgia law to be in conformity with the general
principles set out in the Restatement.

II. DELEGATION

A. Administrative Duties: Degree of Activity

In general, a cofiduciary is under a duty to participate in the normal
administration of a trust estate, and may not remain inactive while his
cofiduciaries undertake and effect the administration. 5 His duty to par-
ticipate in the administration of the trust estate does not require that he
be equally active with other cofiduciaries, or that he participate in all
aspects of trust administration. It does require, however, that he not com-
pletely forego his duties or avoid his fiduciary obligations subsequent tc
his appointment and acceptance. This is clearly the rule in Georgia,
where blanket delegations are not permitted.1 6 Should the fiduciary re-
main inactive, he may be held personally liable in suits brought by benefi-
ciaries for alleged negligent misadministration by the active cofiduciaries,
or for their willful frauds or breaches of trust.17 His inactivity or nonpar.
ticipation in such instances will not be a valid defense; rather, it fi
deemed a form of negligence.18

B. Test for the Delegation of Administrative Duties to Third Parties

Absent a contrary specification in the document creating the trust es.
tate,1 ' cofiduciaries may delegate certain administrative duties to thirc
parties, provided that they do not thereby evade, or avoid those fiduciar3
obligations which the settlor intended and those which the law imposei
upon them because of their status as cofiduciaries.20 Generally, the dele

15. See Featherston v. Richardson, 68 Ga. 501 (1882); Jones v. Dougherty, 10 Ga. 27;
(1851); II A. Scorr, THE LAW OF TRusTs § 184 (3d ed. 1967). Inactivity is considered
breach of trust.

16. See Gaskin v. Mobley, 145 Ga. 376, 89 S.E. 337 (1916) (the executor may not dele
gate the entire administration of an estate to another).

17. Cleghorne v. Love, 24 Ga. 590 (1858). "The trustees are all liable. They are cotrust
ees, and it is the duty of each one to look after the trust property and to see that there is n
misappropriation of it by a cotrustee." Id. at 607. See II A. ScOTT, supra note 15, at § 171.1
The inactive trustee's liability will be the amount of damage resulting to the trust.

18. See II A. Scorr, supra note 15, at § 184.
19. For example, a possible specification is when the settlor by the trust instrumes

vests legal title to the trust property in the trustee but simultaneously commits its entir
administration to a third party.

20. See Clements v. Fletcher, 161 Ga. 21, 129 S.E. 846 (1925) (executor may employ a
attorney to protect the estate that he represents). GEORGIA CODE ANN. section 113-110
(1975) allows a trustee to designate third parties who may enter a safety deposit box rente
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gable nature of a specific administrative duty will depend on whether the
duty is one that the settlor would reasonably expect the cofiduciaries, or
one of their number, to perform personally." The Restatement sets forth
some tests by which a specific delegation of administrative authority will
be measured:

(i) the amount of discretion required, and the scope of discretion given
to the third party agent;

(ii) the value and nature of the property affected, or of the particular
power delegated;

(iii) the character of the property affected (whether principal or
income);

(iv) the proximity or remoteness of the trust property to the fiduciary
and his supervision and control; and

(v) the nature of the act delegated, particularly whether it requires pro-
fessional expertise and skills possessed or not possessed by the
cofiduciaries themselves.22

The existence of authority to delegate, however, does not necessarily
relieve the fiduciary of liability. This will be discussed below.

C. Scope of Power to Delegate

.The law does not require cofiduciaries to perform all administrative ac-
tivities themselves, nor does it require that they attend to all purely min-
isterial duties that could be adequately performed through the employ-
ment of third parties at the expense of the trust estate. The law does,
however, prohibit cofiduciaries from delegating responsibilities that a
"reasonably prudent man' 2 under similar circumstances and with similar
authority would not delegate." For example, a businessman-fiduciary
would delegate the typing of letters to a secretary, but would not place

for the trust without the trustee's presence or consent.
21. Georgia law provides that when a power in a trust is given personally to a named

individual, that trustee may not delegate that power and a trustee who succeeds the original
named trustee may not exercise that power. See Stephens v. First Nat'l Bank, 222 Ga. 423,
150 S.E.2d 865 (1966); Gilmore v. Gilmore, 201 Ga. 770, 776, 41 S.E.2d 229, 233 (1947). To
permit such delegation of personal powers would, the law presumes, defeat the intention of
the settlor. This rule controls even when persuasive arguments may be advanced that the
delegation would better serve the trust purposes. See II A. Scorr, supra note 15, at § 171.2.
But see the discussion of delegation of investment authority in Part II infra.

22. See RESTATEMENT supra note 1, at § 171(d). See also II A. Scorr, supra note 15, at
§ 171.2.

23. Evaluation of a cofiduciary's delegations in terms of those of a "reasonably prudent
man" establishes a negligence standard for this area of trust law. The landmark case is
Dodge v. Stickney, 62 N.H. 330 (1882).

24. For a more detailed discussion, see The Co-Trustee Relationship, supra note 11, at
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the duty of selecting investments on such an employee. In this regard
cofiduciaries, acting in accordance with the "reasonably prudent man'
stanard, can employ qualified accountants, investment advisers, attor.
neys, or other professionals when their services are required or deemec
necessary by the cofiduciaries. s

D. Division of Powers and Responsibilities Among Cofiduciaries: Minis.
terial Duties

One obvious advantage to the settlor of selecting cofiduciaries is tha
the settlor may thereby secure the combined experience and expertise o:
several individuals or entities to facilitate the successful administration a
the trust estate. 26 Unfortunately, the document creating the trust estatA
rarely stipulates the particular division of authority and responsibilit]
among the cofiduciaries selected.2 7 In these instances, it is often incum
bent upon the cofiduciaries to effect this division on their own initiative.'

To a significant degree, the divisions follow the rules for delegations tA
third parties. The cofiduciaries may select from their number particula
fiduciaries to perform certain ministerial acts, or to oversee specific area
of administration, when such delegations are for the purpose of satisfyin
ministerial duties conveniently. In this regard, the other fiduciaries ar,
entitled to rely on the prudence, judgment, and honesty of the fiduciarie
so selected unless they know or should know that this reliance is unwar
ranted.2 9 As noted in section II, part A above, however, the delegatin
fiduciaries may not thereby absolve themselves of all responsibility fo
the performance of the duties delegated, and they will remain personall:
liable if the delegation was improper, unwarranted, or unjustifiable ani
the trust estate is damaged as a result.8 0 The fiduciaries always retail
general responsibility for the administration of the trust estate, and the
may in no manner, abdicate that responsibility through delegations to on

25. See note 20, supra, and accompanying text. See also II A. ScOTT, supra note 15,
§ 171.2, which states that a cotrustee may entrust such agents with money, securities, an
other similar trust assets.

26. Another obvious advantage is the ability to have each cofiduciary watch the othei
27. The drafter should be careful to avoid such an omission and the attorney for tf.

cofiduciary should be sure to catch the omission before his client assumes trustee status.
28. See II A. Scorr, supra note 15, at § 171.2. Permissible reasons for the divisic

include: (1) the proximity of a particular cotrustee to real property held by the trust; (
special skills or experience possessed by a cotrustee; (3) simple convenience.

29. Id. If the cotrustees are justified in their reliance, and if the selected trustee subs,
quently breaches his duties to the trust, the cotrustees can avoid liability provided th(
were not connected with or responsible for the particular breach.

30. II A. Scorr supra note 15, at § 224.2. See generally Fine v. Saul, 183 Ga. 309, V
S.E. 439 (1936); Citizens & S. Nat'l Bank v. Clark, 172 Ga. 625, 158 S.E. 297 (1931); Clark
Clark, 167 Ga. 1, 144 S.E. 787 (1928). See note 16 supra and accompanying text.
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another.

E. Division of Powers and Responsibilities Among
Cofiduciaries: Nonministerial Duties

The rules pertaining to nonministerial duties and delegations of these
duties are decidedly different from those applicable to ministerial duties.
When cofiduciaries would reasonably be required or expected to perform
a particular task personally, they may not delegate that duty to one of
their number and thereby evade their responsibility for the task. For ex-
ample, the responsibility to select real estate investments for a trust es-
tate is not one that may be delegated to a specific fiduciary. 1 It is true
that as a matter of practice delegations of this type do in fact take place,
and one fiduciary with particularly applicable skills or expertise may, in
effect, be charged with that duty; nevertheless, the remaining
cofiduciaries retain responsibility for their decision to delegate and for
the propriety of the fiduciary's investments. 2

F. Cofiduciaries: Duty to Supervise One Another

Implicit in the preceding sections is the duty inherent in the status of a
cofiduciary to keep abreast of the activities of his colleagues. Absent spe-
cific delegations pursuant to proper authority, such as a provision in the
document creating the trust estate, each cofiduciary has an affirmative
duty to inquire into the activities of his colleagues, and to satisfy himself
that their duties are being carried out in a proper and timely manner.33 If
a fiduciary knows, or has reason to know, that a cofiduciary is performing
his duties negligently, is perpetrating a fraud upon the trust estate, or is
otherwise breaching his duties of care and loyalty, the inquiring fiduciary
has the responsibility to bring the dereliction to the attention of the
breaching fiduciary and the other cofiduciaries. Furthermore, in the ab-
sence of an immediate redress for the breach, the inquiring fiduciary
should also bring the inappropriate actions to the attention of the court."
If the trust estate has been damaged by the inquiring fiduciary's previous
passivity or other failure to make an inquiry, the fiduciary so failing may
be held personally liable for the resulting damage in a suit brought by the

31. II A. Scorr, supra note 15, at § 171.2.
32. III A. Scorr, supra note 15, at § 224.3. See note 17 supra and accompanying text.
33. III A. ScoTT, supra note 15, at §§ 224, 224.3. See cases cited note 30 supra.
34. See Saffold v. Cheatham, 221 Ga. 155, 143 S.E.2d 629 (1965); First Nat'l Bank &

Trust Co. v. McNatt, 141 Ga. App. 6, 232 S.E.2d 356 (1977). By placing the matter before
the court, the innocent trustees may escape liability, provided that their attempts to rectify
the situation were timely.
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beneficiaries, despite his belated attempt to rectify the situation. 5 How-
ever, if the fiduciary was not negligent in the performance of his duty to
make inquiry, and the damage to the trust estate caused by the cofiduci-
ary's breach of trust cannot be attributed to any tardiness in the fiduci-
ary's inquiry, the fiduciary will avoid liability for his colleague's breach.

In Georgia, however, the duty to supervise is partially abrogated by
Georgia Code Ann. section 108-451. This section stipulates that if the
trust document reserves investment authority in a specific party, the
other fiduciaries are relieved of their supervisory responsibility."6

G. Power of Third Party Over Cofiduciaries

Some documents creating trust estates specifically place a nonfiduciary
third-party in charge of a particular aspect of administration or, as is
more often the case, in charge of investment activities.87 In instances of
this kind, cofiduciaries have a duty to obey the directives of the third
party to the extent of the particular power granted to him. In the event
the cofiduciaries do not comply, they may be held directly and personally
liable for a breach of their fiduciary responsibility to the trust estate.
Naturally, the cofiduciaries are excused from compliance with particular
directives when they know or have reason to know that the holder of the
power is breaching his fiduciary duty to the trust estate or is otherwise
not fulfilling his responsibilities to the beneficiaries."

A question arises concerning the extent of the cofiduciaries' responsibil-

35. If the fault of the "passive" trustee is of a lesser degree than that of the trustee
committing the breach, the "passive" trustee may seek indemnification from the latter. See
notes 15-17 supra and accompanying text.

36. The code section provides, in relevant part:
Whenever an instrument containing a trust reserves unto the settlor, or vests in
an advisory or investment commitee or in any other person or persons, including a
cotrustee, to the exclusion of the trustee or to the exclusion of one or more of
several trustees, authority to direct the making or retention of investments or of
any investment, the excluded trustee or cotrustee shall be liable, if at all, only as a
ministerial agent and shall not be liable as trustee or cotrustee for any loss result-
ing from the making or retention of any investment pursuant to such authorized
direction. "Trustee" as used in this section includes and means as executor, ad-
ministrator, guardian or trustee. "Trusts" as used in this section includes and
means the estates held by a trustee or trustees as herein defined, whether such
estates are held or in existence at the time of the enactment of this section, or
later come into existence.

GA. CODE ANN. § 108-451 (1975). See also Lee v. Giles, 124 Ga. 494, 52 S.E. 806 (1905) (the
trust provided that the trustee must obtain the beneficiary's consent before selling the trust
property).

37. For example, the settlor may desire that his trusted stockbroker advise the trustees
with regard to trust investments.

38. II A. Scorr, supra note 15, at § 185. See note 36 supra.
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ity to inquire into the activities of the holder in order to apprise them-
selves of any breach of care or instance of fraud committed by the third
party. Clearly, when the third party has been vested with the authority to
direct a particular aspect of administration, the cofiduciaries will not be
held responsible for unfortunate investments or decisions by the holder if
the circumstances at the time of the investment or decision reasonably
warranted the particular act. Nevertheless, delegation to the third party
under the trust instrument does not absolve the cofiduciaries of their
usual duty of care toward the trust estate, and for this reason they should
affirmatively inquire into the holder's actions and, to the best of their
ability, apprise themselves of his activities.8 9

H. Decision-making Vis-a-Vis the Requirement of Unanimity

As discussed in part I of this article, cofiduciaries in Georgia are gener-
allly to act in concert in their administration."' This requirement is
waived when the fiduciaries have delegated particular ministerial respon-
sibilities"' to an individual cofiduciary. Nevertheless, the act or failure to
act of the cofiduciary so selected is binding upon the other cofiduciaries
and may lead to liability if the act or failure resulted from their improper
delegation or from the individual cofiduciary's negligence or other breach
of trust.'

To the contrary, cofiduciaries may not delegate discretionary powers to
an individual colleague because delegation would negate the intention of
the settlor to obtain the benefit of the fiduciaries' combined experience
and skill. In cases requiring discretion to perform or refrain from per-
forming an act, the cofiduciaries are required to act with unanimity.

Problems arise when one cofiduciary with a duty to consent fails to do
so, or actively resists doing so. The consenting cofiduciaries are faced with
the dilemma of acceding to the refusal and thereby violating their duty
(at least from their perspective) of serving the trust estate adequately by
taking a particular course of action, or of disregarding their obligation to
act with unanimity." Absent a specification in the trust instrument it-

39. II A. Scoff, supra note 15, at § 185. In this regard, the trustees' duty to apply to the
court for instructions is the same as if the trustees were confronted with a breaching co-
trustee. One should note, however, that in the case of a Georgia trust, an active trustee may
be absolved completely from liability for investments. GA. CODE ANN. § 108-451 (1979).

40. See notes 1-3 supra and accompanying text.
41. See section II D above.
42. III A. Scorr, supra note 15 at § 194. This is the rule in Georgia. See cases cited note

3 supra. The rule is opposite for coexecutors, who normally may act individually and still
bind the estate. See note 1 supra. Note that the trust instrument may dispense with the
requirement of unanimity. III A. ScoTT, supra note 15, at § 194.

43. III A. Scorr, supra note 15, at § 224. See Saffold v. Cheatham, 221 Ga. 155, 143
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self, the best policy for the fiduciaries to follow in these instances is to
apply to the court for instructions." Should the consenting fiduciaries fail
to apply to the court in "deadlock" situations of this type, and should
they proceed without the required unanimity, they do so at their own risk
and may be held liable in the event their action is misguided or otherwise
results in damage to the trust estate.

I. Cofiduciary Relations with an Investment Adviser

In view of the fact that investments in trust and estate funds have bur-
geoned in recent years (this is an aspect that has been particularly
marked in the pension field), an area of fiduciary delegation law of grow-
ing importance concerns the ability of fiduciaries to delegate investment
authority to professional investment advisers. Since proper investment of
the trust estate is of utmost importance to the interests of beneficiaries,
and since investment in a simple passbook account may almost be consid-
ered a form of negligence given the current opportunities available to in-
vestors, the advice of a qualified investment adviser is often crucial. Yet
the line of demarcation between a necessary and advantageous delegation
and an impermissible abdication of a discretionary, as opposed to a min-
isterial, fiduciary power is unclear.4

Naturally, the situation is clarified when the trust instrument itself
provides for a nonfiduciary third party to control or to supervise the
fiduciaries' control of the investment power. As a general rule, the terms
of the instrument will prevail, and the cofiduciaries must follow the direc-
tives of the adviser absent their'knowledge of misconduct or misappropri-
ation by the adviser. Should the cofiduciaries, or an individual cofiduci-
ary, reasonably believe that the adviser intends to make a bad investment
decision, they should communicate their concern to the adviser. If the
adviser persists in his intention, the cofiduciaries should then apply im-
mediately to the court for instructions.46 In Georgia, however, a broader

S.E.2d 629 (1965), in which the court upheld the grant of a restraining order sought by two
executors against their coexecutor who allegedly had made contracts and paid out estate
funds without their consent and refused to join other executors in the proper payment of
the estate's debts.

When one trustee wishes to pursue a particular course of action, and the other refuses for
reasons that cause a breach of trust (whether intentional or not), both trustees may incur
liability for the breach. III A. Scorr, supra note 15, at § 194.

44. The court has the power to order the dissenter to join with his colleagues.
45. For a general discussion, see Committee on Investments by Fiduciaries, Responsibil-

ity of Trustee Where Investment Power is Shared. or Exercised by Others, 9 REAL PROP.,
PROB., & TR. J. 517 (1974) [hereinafter cited as Responsibility of Trustee]. See discussion at
text accompanying notes 54-55 infra.

46. The unfortunate cotrustees should guard against being tardy in making their appli-
cation; for if damage results to the estate, they may be held liable for negligence.
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exemption is available when an instrument grants to a third person or
cofiduciary the power to make investment decisions, and by statute, the
fiduciary without investment authority is relieved of liability except as a
"ministerial agent. '47

J. Status of Adviser: Cofiduciary Responsibilities

The adviser himself may assume a fiduciary responsibility to the trust
beneficiaries depending on the nature of the power he holds.4" The key to
determining the adviser's status is whether he holds the investment
power in a fiduciary or in a beneficial capacity. If the exercise of the
power would affect the interests of beneficiaries who may or may not in-
clude himself, his power is held in a fiduciary capacity and he is held to
the normal "prudent man" standard of care. Indeed, he in effect assumes
the mantle of cofiduciary himself, at least to the extent of activities
within the scope of his investment responsibilities. If only the advisor is
affected by his exercise of the power, he holds it in a beneficial capacity
and owes no duty to the beneficiaries, provided his acts do not exceed the
scope of his investment authority and do not violate public policy.

This key differentiation is also the determinant of the cofiduciaries' re-
sponsibilities in their relations with the adviser. Assuming the adviser
holds his power, if granted by the cofiduciaries, in a fiduciary capacity,
the cofiduciaries remain generally obligated to review the trust estate's
investment holdings to insure that the investments are properly diversi-
fied and to initiate and suggest trust investments when to do so would be
in the best interests of the trust estate. 49

Unless the settlor grants the specific authority to an investment advisor
to make investment decisions, 0 the cofiduciaries' general fiduciary obliga-
tions to the beneficiaries never disappear. Consequently, conflicts may
arise when the adviser, who ostensibly has authority to direct trust in-
vestments, proposes an investment which one or more cofiduciaries rea-
sonably believes would violate his duty to the beneficiaries. In these in-
stances, the cofiduciaries again are best advised to apply to the court for
instructions because any acquiescing cofiduciary may be held personally
liable for his acquiescence in the event the reservations were warranted.
If a cofiduciary, either individually or with the assent of his colleagues,
initiates a particular investment with which the adviser refuses to agree,
he must affirmatively seek the adviser's approval and, failing that, he

47. GA. CODE ANN. § 108-451 (1975). See note 36 supra and accompanying text.
48. GA. CODE ANN. § 108-451 (1975). See II A. Sco7T, supra note 15, at § 185.
49. Responsibility of Trustee, supra note 45, at 518-19.
50. This would also grant the trustee some relief from liability under GA. CODE ANN. §

108-451 (1979).
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must apply to the court for instructions. He is not permitted to acquiesc
in the adviser's disapproval if he knows or has reason to know that th
disapproval is not in the best interests of the beneficiaries.51

Another possible problem arises when the cofiduciaries are directed t
pursue trust estate investments under the direction of an adviser. As
general rule, the cofiduciaries, collectively or individually, may not be ex
cused from their fiduciary responsibilities by acceding to the directions c
the adviser when they know or should know that a contrary course is wal
ranted. Rather, they have an affirmative duty to inquire into the basis c
the adviser's recommendations to ascertain whether they are being mad
in the interest of the beneficiaries and in accordance with the purposes c
the trust estate.52 When an investigation reveals breaches or violations b
the adviser, the fiduciaries must bring the problem to the attention of tb
adviser and, absent rectification, to the attention of the court. Agaii
however, the Georgia Code appears to relieve liability in this situation.,

K. Fiduciary Delegation of Investment Authority

As noted in section II, part C, the power to invest is a power which th
law requires the fiduciary or cofiduciaries, as the case may be, to exercis
personally." Consequently, an outright delegation by the fiduciary of th
investment power constitutes a breach of trust in that he has thereb
abdicated a responsibility which the law presumes the settlor intended h
undertake. Naturally, the fiduciary or cofiduciaries may seek investmer
counsel, but the final responsibility for the maintenance of a proper ir
vestment policy must necessarily rest with them.

When the document creating the trust estate permits cofiduciaries t
delegate the investment power to a third party, they must exercise rei
sonable prudence in selecting the adviser and, if their selection is impri
dent, they will be held personally liable for damage resulting to the trw
estate. In this regard the cofiduciaries are not only responsible for th
initial selection of an adviser, but they also have an affirmative duty t
ascertain that the adviser employs capable agents and implements ad(
quate investment procedures in the pursuit of his investment activities.'

51. Responsibility of Trustee, supra note 45, at 519-21.

52. Id. For instance, the inquiry could reveal that the adviser is engaged in self-dealix
or similar speculation; if the trustees fail to inquire, they are negligent. See Cleghorne
Love, 24 Ga. 590, 607 (1858).

53. GA. CODE ANN. § 108-451 (1975).
54. See notes 23-25 supra and accompanying text.

55. This is a responsibility which, at times, may be quite onerous.
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III. LIABLITY OF COFIDUCIARIES

A. Joint and Several Liability

Normally, cofiduciaries found liable for breach of trust or for specific
violations of their fiduciary responsibilities are jointly and severally liable
to the beneficiaries.56 The beneficiaries are entitled to bring suit against a
single cofiduciary, or against the cofiduciaries as a body, and they may
even omit one or more from the suit.57 Generally, when one defaulting
cofiduciary has paid more than his share of a judgment he may secure
contribution for the excess from his similarly guilty colleagues. In Geor-
gia, however, there is no specific right to contribution even though contri-
bution is allowed as a "general principle.' s

B. Unequal Fault

Contribution is not the proper remedy when one or more of the
cofiduciaries against whom a judgment was secured is substantially more
at fault than the others.ss In these cases, and in cases in which the ac-
tively breaching fiduciary has somehow profited from his breach, or has
committed his breach in bad faith, the "less guilty" fiduciaries are enti-
tled to indemnification from the "more guilty" fiduciary, even though
their negligence may have enabled the indemnitor to effect his breach.as
The availability of indemnity is normally a question for the court and will
depend on all the facts and circumstances of the situation, including the
gravity of the violation, the degree of negligence or participation evi-
denced, the knowledge of one or more cofiduciaries, and the degree of
harm resulting to the trust estate."

56. III A. Scorr, supra note 15, at § 224.6. See cases cited note 30 supra.
57. When there are two or more trustees, one of them may sue a colleague to compel him

to redress a breach, or to compel him to perform his duties, or to enjoin him from commit-
ting a breach. III A. ScoTT, supra note 15, at § 200.2. See Saffold v. Cheatham, 221 Ga. 155,
143 S.E.2d 629 (1965), discussed in note 43 supra.

58. Georgia statutes and case law do not explicitly address a right of contribution among
cotrustees. In Cleghorne v. Love, 24 Ga. 590 (1858), however, the court indicated the possi-
bility of relief by stating: "Perhaps if one trustee committed the breach of trust on which
the account is decreed, the Court might so mould its proceedings as to require the guilty
party to respond first." Id. at 607.

59. See GA. CODE ANN. §§ 37-112, -303 (1979) (general equitable principles regarding
contribution and relative fault).

60. III-A. ScOTT, supra note 15, at § 258.1.
61. An exception lies when the breach occurs in bad faith. In this instance the breaching

trustee, even if he makes full restitution to the trust, is not entitled to contribution from his
colleagues. III A. ScoT, supra note 15, at § 258.3. See the "clean hands" doctrine expressed
in Georgia Code Ann. section 37-104 (1975).
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C. Liability for Failure to Supervise Colleagues

Cofiduciaries who permit a colleague to breach his duty to the trusl
estate, or who fail to inquire affirmatively into his actions when they have
reason to believe a breach is being committed, will be subject to joint and
several liability along with the breaching cofiduciary.6 Similar liabilit)
will also lie if the cofiduciaries fail to exact or secure redress of the breach
from the defaulting cofiduciary when they learn of the breach subsequeni
to its occurrence." Obviously, inactivity can be as damaging to a cofiduci-
ary in this situation as active misfeasance or negligence.

IV. COMPENSATION OF COFIDUCIARIES

A fertile ground for disagreement, and therefore problems, amon
cofiduciaries is the allocation of compensation for services." Georgii
Code Ann. section 108-432 provides that trustees are compensated in th
same manner as guardians, 65 and Georgia Code Ann. section 49-223 pro.
vides that guardians are compensated in the same manner as administra.
tors." Thus, by this circuitous route, trustees receive the same compensa.
tion as executors and administrators. Georgia Code Ann. section 113-200
attempts to deal specifically with the division of commissions amonj
several fiduciaries.67 This section provides, in relevant part, "[I]f there ar(
more administrators than one, the division of the commissions allowec
them among themselves shall be according to the services rendered b3
each."'66 Thus, in one short sentence, the Code gives all the informatior
currently available in Georgia law pertaining to the two major issues in,
volved in compensation of cofiduciaries; namely, the total amount of com
pensation available when more than one fiduciary is serving, and thf
method of dividing this compensation.

The general rule is that if more than one fiduciary is serving, they wil
divide among themselves the fee due to a single fiduciary.6" Section 113
2003 appears to follow this general rule, although the drafters' intent i
not totally clear. At least one major metropolitan Atlanta county probatb
court appears to endorse this interpretation of section 113-2003 in accor

62. See III A. Scorr, supra note 15, at §§ 224.4, 224.6.
63. See id. at § 224.5.
64. The general Georgia provisions for compensation of executors and administrators ar,

contained in GA. CODE ANN. §§ 113-2001 to -2014.
65. GA. CODE ANN. § 108-432 (1979).

66. GA. CODE ANN. § 49-223 (1979).
67. GA. CODE ANN. § 113-2003 (1975).
68. Id.
69. See III A. ScoTw, supra note 15, at § 242.10; The Co-Trustee Relationship, supr

note 11, at 23-24.
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dance with the general rule.7 0

Philosophically, two additional considerations may affect the resolution
of the issue concerning the amount of total compensation. To allow com-
pensation in excess of that allowed to a single trustee may excessively
deplete the estate. On the other hand, Professor Scott advocates" the
minority view among the states, that each cofiduciary should be entitled
to compensation on a quantum meruit basis, even if this exceeds the
amount allowable to one trustee or executor. The limitation to one fee,
divided among multiple fiduciaries, may lead to hard feelings on the part
of a fiduciary who has rendered substantially more services than his cofi-
duciary, but who is required to divide this fee with the less active cofidu-
ciary. Banks will often split the statutory fee with the individual cofiduci-
ary, although the corporate fiduciary will usually have performed most of
the work.

A possible remedy for injustice occasioned by this provision of Georgia
law is found in Georgia Code Ann. section 113-2008, which authorizes a
probate judge to award extraordinary compensation when extraordinary
services have been rendered.7 2 Thus, if one fiduciary can overcome the
problems of proof and show that he deserves extra compensation, that
fiduciary may receive appropriate compensation.

The second issue in this area, which is directly addressed by the rele-
vant statutory language, is the method by which the commission is to be
divided. Section 113-2008 clearly provides that the commission is divided
according to the services rendered by each fiduciary.78 Thus, a quantum
meruit basis is imposed. As a practical matter, the fiduciaries must agree
upon a division of the fee, and if no agreement can be reached, they must
apply to the probate court or the superior court, as the case may be, to
resolve the dispute. The possibilities of litigation are obvious, and the dif-
ficulties in making such a decision could be quite great.

An interesting additional question arises in the areas of compensation
of multiple fiduciaries when a bank is operating under a standard fee
agreement. Generally, this agreement will provide that all the compensa-
tion specified in the agreement will go the corporate fiduciary.74 The
question then becomes whether the other fiduciary is entitled to any com-
pensation. Undoubtedly, in this situation either the corporate fiduciary
must agree to let the other fiduciary share in its fees, or the other fiduci-
ary must petition the probate court for extraordinary compensation. In

70. DeKalb County Probate Court.
71. III A. ScoT, supra note 15, at § 242.10.
72. GA. CODE ANN. § 113-2008 (1975).
73. Id.
74. See, for example, the current fee schedule of the Citizens and Southern National

Bank.
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any case, this is an indefinite, unsatisfactory resolution.

Another interesting, but unresolved, problem arises when one of two 4
more fiduciaries resigns his fiduciary position. Although Georgia Coc
Ann. section 113-2005,"" specifically deals with compensation of an execi
tor upon his resignation or death and the appointment of a success
fiduciary, and provides that the usual commission for distributing the e
tate property shall not be paid on the transfer from one fiduciary to ti
other, questions still arise concerning the method of determining commi
sions when one fiduciary continues in his fiduciary capacity. A solution 1
many of the foregoing problems could be provided by a clear will prov
sion specifying the compensation to be paid to each cofiduciary.

V. DRAFTING FOR MULTIPLE FIDUCIARIES

Once a thoughtful decision has been reached to appoint multip
fiduciaries, certain drafting considerations should come into focus. Mar
of the problems inherent in the cofiduciary relationship can be address(
and resolved by proper drafting. Thus, if the testator or settlor antic
pates a division of responsibility among his cofiduciaries, then the draft
man can specifically address the situation by delegating through tl
terms of the will or trust certain responsibilities to certain fiduciaries, ar
thereby relieve the nonacting fiduciary from liabilities for the actio
taken by the fiduciary to whom the assignment is made. Some will pro%
sions that the draftsman should consider are discussed in the subsectio
that follow.

A. Delegation of Powers

A provision could be drafted for the will or trust that specifically a
thorizes the delegation of functions from one fiduciary to the other. Th
type of provision might be broad or narrow in scope. If narrow in scope,
could merely authorize one cofiduciary to delegate to the other fiducia:
appropriate duties in case one fiduciary is absent or otherwise unavail
ble. In the alternative, broad delegation authority could be granted, esp
cially by an individual fiduciary when a corporate fiduciary is also servin
This has the positive and negative ramifications that are inherent in tl
cofiduciary relationship. The approach may defeat the possibility of joil
decision-making (the "two heads are better than one theory"), while
the same time solving the problems of division of labor.

75. GA. CODE ANN. § 113-2005 (1975).
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B. Unilateral Action in Case of Emergency

A provision could be inserted in the will or trust which provides that, if
one fiduciary is unavailable to serve, then the other may serve unilater-
ally. As a practical matter in some situations, the problem of unilateral
action may be avoided by standard successor cofiduciary drafting. In
most instances, however, the "should be unable or unwilling to serve" lan-
guage in the successor fiduciary provisions of the will does not contem-
plate temporary absences, and therefore specific contemplation of this
issue may be appropriate.

C. Division of Functions

Specific clauses could be drafted to give designated functions to certain
cofiduciaries. These clauses could contain either mandatory divisions or
discretionary divisions, and would be most valuable in situations in which
the division is anticipated in advance. For example, a provision could au-
thorize a corporate fiduciary to have custody of the assets and to make
investment decisions. The clauses should be accompanied by a provision
relieving the nonacting fiduciary from any liability for actions taken by
the fiduciary empowered to act.

D. Differences of Opinion

A specific provision could be placed in the will or trust giving one
fiduciary a greater voice in certain decisions if there is conflict. In essence,
this would not require a complete delegation of the duty of decision-
making in a particular realm to one fiduciary, but would allow for the
input of both fiduciaries. In case of a conflict, however, the decision of
one would prevail. This method could be extremely helpful in solving
potential conflicts in administering estates or trusts in which cofiduciaries
are serving. The provision might give this "tiebreaker" power in specific
situations, such as decisions regarding sales or distributions from the
trust estate, or it might be more general in scope.

E. Outside Advice

Another drafting consideration is to give an outside party, such as an
investment counselor, the power to make investment decisions. This
power would relieve fiduciaries without adequate knowledge in this area
from responsibility or liability for the outside party's decisions.

F. Business Management

An express provision could be placed in the will or trust that would
grant one or more individuals, including a committee, the power to run a
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business owned by the estate or trust. With proper exculpatory language
for the fiduciaries, this provision would solve any problems of delegation
of duties raised in the foregoing sections of this article.

An alternative to the appointment of cotrustees is to grant an individ-
ual the right to change trustees. However, this technique has been bat-
tered by Revenue Ruling 79-353, 7 which taxed the corpus of a trust es-
tablished by a decedent in the decedent's estate when the decedent had
retained the power during his life to change trustees. This ruling has led
many draftsmen to avoid the use of trustee substitution language. This
avoidance may be an overreaction. There is no certainty that the Internal
Revenue Service will be successful when this ruling is tested. In addition,
there is also no certainty that the Internal Revenue Service will attempt
to extend this ruling to powers granted to beneficiaries under inter vivos
or testamentary documents. Finally, in many documents, even if the
power of the trustee is imputed to a beneficiary, the trust corpus would
not be included in the beneficiary's estate because the power would not
be a general power of appointment. Thus, there may be many situations
in which a trustee substitution clause would be appropriate. This discus-
sion' is not meant to advocate the use of this type of a provision (in fact,
the authors believe generally in avoiding these provisions at the present
time), but it merely raises this as a possible planning device that should
at least be considered in a particular drafting situation.

VI. SUCCESSOR FIDUCIARIES

Another aspect of the multiple fiduciary relationship concerns the re-
sults when one of the cofiduciaries is unable or unwilling to serve. Of
course, provisions can be made for this contingency by straightforward
drafting. As to executors or administrators, an express statutory provision
provides that upon the death of one executor or administrator the other
shall continue to serve and administer the estate. Georgia Code Ann. sec-
tion 113-1231 thus provides, "If administration shall be granted to two or
more, upon the death of any the right of administration shall continue in
the survivor or survivors." '

7

Unfortunately, there is no such express provision in the statutory law
that deals with trustees. Professor Scott's treatise, however, provides as
follows:

Where by the terms of the trust several persons are named as trustees,
and one of them does not qualify or ceases to be trustee, it depends upon
the circumstances whether a new trustee should be appointed to fill the

76. Rev. Rul. 353, 1979-2 C.B. 325.
77. GA. CODE ANN. § 113-1231 (1975).
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vacancy, or whether the remaining trustee or trustees should administer
the trust without the addition of a new trustee.

If it does not appear, however, that the settlor intended that the num-
ber of trustees should not be diminished, and if it is not more conducive
to the administration of the trust to appoint a new cotrustee, the vacancy
will not be filled.78

This proposition does not appear to have been fully tested in Georgia,
and thus Scott's pronouncement would probably be the relevant law.

VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it is the authors' position that in estate planning,
cofiduciaries are appointed too frequently and without due regard to all
of the possible ramifications. When all factors are considered, there are
many instances when fewer fiduciaries may be appointed. Each situation
should be analyzed, especially in light of the duties and liabilities of
cofiduciaries, to determine whether "two heads" are actually needed, or
whether psychological factors mandate that cofiduciaries be appointed, or
whether some other factor dictates the appointment of cofiduciaries. As
an alternative, the draftsman should consider the appointment of one
fiduciary, with the appointment of another person to make decisions, or
to render advice on certain matters, such as investments or discretionary
distributions.

Finally, when a valid determination has been made to appoint
cofiduciaries, the provisions of the will or trust should be carefully
drafted to provide for the practical ramifications of the appointment.
When appropriate, the instrument should specify the delegation of duties
and the division of labor and include any necessary exculpatory language.

78. II A. Scorr, supra note 15, at § 108.1.
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